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Geography

Design your own map of Kinson
Start with the neighbourhood where you live –
Can you name all the streets? Do you know
where they all lead to? Ask a grown up to help
you explore them …
rMaybe a picture of seaside
Give your map a key to show the key features
such as pedestrian pathways, green spaces,

Humanities: Geography & History
Jubilee tasks
These activities encourage you to
think about Kinson now, and Kinson
many years ago - you will probably
want to go and explore the local
area with a grown up to help you
complete these tasks …

important buildings …

History
Then And Now

Find out: what did Kinson used to be like?
(There are some photographs on the next two
pages to help you).
Find out: go and find out with a grown up what
it is like now – can you identify old and new,
past and present when you’re out and about?
Spot clues: what do you notice that tells you
about the past or the present?

Geography

Interview: ask family who have lived here

Create a Kinson Guide Book

longer than you, what they remember about
Kinson.

If Kinson were in a Guide Book what would the
book tell new visitors? Explore landmarks with

Another interview option: if your family grew

a grown up. Think about the history of Kinson.

up or have lived somewhere else, ask them

Use sub-headings as you create your Guide

about that place instead. How does it compare

Book.

to Kinson?

Geography
What next for Kinson?

Time Capsule

How would you like to see Kinson change or

Create a family time capsule – include

improve?
Write a persuasive letter to your local MP with
your suggestion, making sure you give good
reasons that you can justify!

History

History

favourites, hobbies, memories of 2020 and
wishes and hopes for future years.

Local Places of Interest

Find out about St Andrew’s Church, what can
you find out about it, visit to take photos of
the outside.
Walk Gulliver’s Trail with your family – where
does it take you, what do you see and hear,
what makes it special to Kinson?

Kinson Past

Kinson Present

